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Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

To get  criminal justice degree and use it in a capacity that is beneficial to any job within the law 
enforcement field. Then eventually move on to work for the federal government and be a service 
to those who are in need.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Management.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Impact Team Member
ABC Corporation  July 2012 – December 2013 
 Ensures backroom standards were always met.
 Ensures trash was taken out each shift along with any boxes from shipment, replaced trash, 

gathered all sensors and put them back to be used again the next day, and help close down 
the store once had all duties complete in the back.

 Rarely workes with a team so gained a sense of getting things done independently, while 
working well under pressure, maximizing limited time.

 Recommends, selects, and helps locate or obtain merchandise based on customer needs and 
desires.

 Greets customers and ascertain what each customer wants or needs.
 Answers questions regarding the store and its merchandise.
 Maintains knowledge of current sales and promotions, payment, exchanges, and security 

practices.

Impact Team Member
Delta Corporation  2009 – 2012 
 Developed display designs and acted as sales professional and cashier.
 Assist customers, answer phone, folding, back stocking, cleaning.
 Maintained the effectiveness of filling merchandise and presentation standards throughout 

the store and stockroom.
 Multi-tasked in a fast pace environment with customer service, merchandise organization, and

stocking.
 Responsible for keeping stock room and store neat and organized.
 Recommended and helped customers select merchandise based on their needs.
 Kept a positive attitude which helped the team get task done quickly and effectively.

EDUCATION

Bachelor's in Organizational Leadership - August 2014(Wright State University)
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